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The growth of bioinformatics has resulted in datasets with new characteristics. These
datasets typically contain a large number of columns and a small number of rows. For
example, many gene expression datasets can contain up to 10,000-100,000 columns but
only have 100-300 rows.
Such datasets pose a great challenge for existing (closed) frequent pattern discovery
algorithms, since they have an exponential dependence on the average row length. In this
thesis, we first describe a new algorithm called CARPENTER that is specially designed to
handle datasets having a large number of attributes and relatively small number of rows.
With the development of CARPENTER algorithm, existing algorithms can presently be
separated into two groups, feature (column) 1 enumeration and row enumeration.
Then in the second part of this thesis, we describe another new algorithm called COB-
BLER which is designed to dynamically switch between feature enumeration and row enu-
meration depending on the data characteristic in the process of mining. As such, each
portion of the dataset can be processed using the most suitable method making the mining
more efficient.
1Although column is a more suitable term here, we will use the term feature in this thesis to avoid potential
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Mining frequent patterns or itemsets is a fundamental and essential problem in many data
mining applications. These applications include the discovery of association rules, strong
rules, correlations, sequential rules, episodes, multi-dimensional patterns, and many other
important discovery tasks [12]. The problem is formulated as follows: Given a large
database, find all frequent patterns, where a frequent pattern is a combination of values
which occur in more than a user-specified number of times in the database.
The growth of bioinformatics has resulted in datasets with new characteristics. These
datasets typically contain a large number of columns and a small number of rows. For
example, many gene expression datasets can contain up to 10,000-100,000 columns but
only have 100-300 rows.
Such datasets pose a great challenge for existing frequent pattern discovery algorithms.
While there are a large number of algorithms that had been developed for frequent pattern
discovery [6, 16, 29, 2, 13, 23, 19, 1, 4, 8, 15, 22, 25], their running time increases exponen-
tially with increasing average length of the records. The high dimensional bioinformatics
1
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datasets with thousands of features render most of these algorithms impractical. The same
trend holds even for recent work on closed pattern mining [18, 7, 20, 27] which aims to
find non-redundant patterns from the data.
Most previous work on (closed) frequent pattern mining assumes that the average num-
ber of columns in a dataset is much smaller than the number of rows. The length of a
frequent pattern is obviously limited by the row length. If i is the maximum length of a
row, the longest frequent pattern could have length i, and the number of possible frequent
patterns will be 2i based on the Apriori principle. Previous pattern mining methods work
well for datasets with small average row length (usually i < 100). However, for the datasets
taken from the bioinformatics domain (or other domains with similar data characteristics),
i can be in the range of tens of thousands. As a result, the column search space is simply
too large. On the other hand, the number of rows in such datasets is typically on the order
of hundreds to a thousand. If m is the number of rows, the row subset space is 2m. In our
application domain (e.g., microarray datasets), the possible row set space is much less than
the possible feature set space since m  i. Therefore, it seems reasonable to devise the
algorithm that does not search column set space, but rather search the row set space.
Therefore we can see two possible enumeration methods to mine frequent closed pat-
terns, feature enumeration (searching column set space) and row enumeration (searching
row set space).
It is natural to make two observations.
First, we can conclude that different datasets will have different characteristics and thus
require a different enumeration method in order to make closed pattern mining efficient.
Furthermore, since these algorithms typically focus on processing different subset of the
data during the mining, the characteristics of the data subset being handled will change
from one subset to another. For example, a dataset that have much more rows than features
may be partitioned into sub-datasets with more features than rows. Therefore a single
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feature enumeration method or a single row enumeration method may become inefficient
in some phases of the enumeration even if they are the better choice at the start of the
algorithm. As such, it makes sense to try switch the enumeration method dynamically as
different subsets of the data are being processed.
Second, both classes of enumeration methods will have problem handling datasets with
large number of features and large number of rows. This can be seen if we understand the
basic philosophy of these enumeration methods. In both classes of enumeration methods,
the aim is to reduce the amount of data being considered by searching in the smaller enu-
meration space. For example, when performing feature enumeration, the number of rows
being considered will decrease as the number of features in a feature set grow. It is thus
possible to partition the large number of rows into smaller subset for efficient mining. How-
ever, for datasets with large number of rows and large number of features, adopting only
one single enumeration method will make it difficult to reduce the data being considered in
another dimension.
Motivated by these observations, we derive two new algorithms. The first algorithm,
CARPENTER , is developed to perform row enumeration. The second algorithm. COB-
BLER, is developed to switch between row enumeration and column enumeration dynam-
ically.
1.2 Contributions
There are two major contributions in this thesis. One is a new algorithm called CARPEN-
TER 1, that is specially designed to handle datasets having a large number of attributes
and relatively small number of rows. CARPENTER is a novel algorithm which discov-
1CARPENTER stands for Closed Pattern Discovery by Transposing Tables that are Extremely Long; the
“ar” in the name is gratuitous.
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ers frequent closed patterns by performing depth-first row-wise enumeration instead of the
usual column-wise approach taken by existing closed pattern discovery algorithms. The
basic idea is combined with efficient search pruning techniques to yield a highly optimized
algorithm. Our attempt to do so is a bold one as it would be unthinkable to perform row
enumeration instead of column enumeration in most circumstances. As experiments will
show later, this unconventional approach produces good results when mining long biologi-
cal datasets and outperforms other closed pattern mining algorithms like CHARM[27] and
CLOSET[20] by more than an order of magnitude.
The other contribution is a new algorithm called COBBLER 2. COBBLER is designed to
automatically switch between feature (column) enumeration and row enumeration during
the mining process based on the characteristics of the data subset being considered. As
experiments will show later, such an approach will produce good results when handling
different kinds of datasets. Experiments show that COBBLER outperforms other closed
pattern mining algorithms like CHARM [27], CLOSET+[24] and CARPENTER .
1.3 Overview
The rest of this thesis is arranged as follow. We will introduce some related works in the
field of frequent (closed) pattern search in Chapter 2. Then we present the CARPENTER
algorithm in Chapter 3 and COBBLER algorithm in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 gives discussion
about the feature work and conclusion of the thesis.
2COBBLER stands for Combining Row and Column Enumeration. The letter ‘b’ is counted twice here.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Frequent pattern mining [6, 16, 29, 2, 13, 23, 19] as a vital topic has received a significant
amount of attention during the past decade. Given a user defined support value, the task
of the frequent pattern mining is to find the entire set of patterns in the dataset which has
a support value higher than the user defined threshold. The number of frequent patterns in
a large data set can be very large and many of these frequent patterns may be redundant.
To reduce the frequent patterns to a compact size, mining frequent closed patterns has been
proposed. A frequent closed pattern is a frequent pattern and has no proper super set which
has the same support value. The entire set of frequent closed pattern is more useful because
it retains all the information in the entire set of frequent patterns while has a considerably
smaller size.
2.1 Frequent Closed Patterns Mining Algorithms
Frequent closed patterns mining algorithms can be divided according to their searching
strategy, data format and data compression method.
 Searching strategy: breadth-first and depth-first. The breadth-first algorithms use
5
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the frequent itemsets found at the current searching level to combine and generate
the candidate of frequent itemsets for the next searching level. While the depth-first
algorithms continue to expand an itemset until it becomes infrequent. Because of the
large number of database scans in the breadth-first algorithms and the faster shrinking
speed of the search space in the depth-first algorithms, depth-first method has been
proved to be more efficient by some previous studies (e.g. [10, 20, 28]).
 Data format: horizontal and vertical data formats. The rows (transactions) can be
represented in two different ways. The horizontal data format is an intuitive method
which records each row as a set of items. While in vertical data format, for each
item, a list of the rows (transactions) that contain this item is recorded. For example,
A-close [18] and CLOSET [20] use the horizontal data format while MAFIA [10]
and CHARM [27] use the vertical data format. The vertical data format is usually
faster but it needs more memory space than horizontal format on average.
 Data compression method: There are two effects of data compression methods. One
is to reduce the memory space needed to load the dataset since the datasets for min-
ing are usually large. The other effect is to accelerate the mining process by the
compressed representation of the original dataset. Different algorithms have differ-
ent data compression methods. Among them, FP   tree and diffset are two most
effectively implemented methods which is used in CLOSET and CHARM respec-
tively.
The followings are some new advances for mining closed frequent patterns.
Close [18] and Pascal [7] are two algorithms which discover closed patterns by perform-
ing breadth-first, column enumeration. Close [18] is an Apriori-like algorithm that first
finds all generators which are the smallest frequent patterns that determine a closed item-
set. After finding all frequent patterns of length k, the support of the pattern is compared
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to that of its subsets. A pattern is removed if it have the same support with any of its sub-
sets since it is proven that such a pattern cannot be a generator. In the second step, Close
computes the closure of all generators by intersecting the set of rows that contain the gen-
erators. Pascal [7] is an improved algorithm of Close. Pascal finds the set key patterns and
the authors show that all other frequent patterns can be directly inferred from the key pat-
terns. Key patterns are a superset of the frequent closed patterns. Due to the level by level
approach of Close and Pascal, the number of scannings that must be done on the datasets
will be extremely large when they are run on long biological datasets.
H-mine [19] algorithm discovers closed patterns by performing depth-first, column enu-
meration. H-mine use a simple array structure to store all the rows in the main memory. It
then build conditional tables by moving pointers forward and backward in the arrays. Once
it find a pattern that is a subset of an already found pattern which has the same support
value, it will stop the depth-first search under that sub-pattern. The simple data structure
makes H-mine unable to handle complex dataset efficiently.
In [20], the CLOSET algorithm was proposed for mining closed frequent patterns. Un-
like Close and Pascal, CLOSET performs depth first, column enumeration. CLOSET uses
a novel frequent pattern tree (FP-structure) to give a compressed representation of the
datasets. It then performs recursive computation of conditional tables to simulate the search
on the column enumeration tree. In [24], an updated version of CLOSET, CLOSET+, was
proposed. In CLOSET+, a hybrid tree-projection method is implemented and it builds con-
ditional projected database in two different ways according to the density of the dataset.
Both CLOSET and CLOSET+ are unable to handle long biological datasets because of two
reasons. First, the FP-tree is unable to give good compression for long rows. Second, there
are too many combinations when performing column enumerations.
Another algorithm for mining frequent closed pattern is CHARM [27]. Like CLOSET,
CHARM performs depth-first, column enumeration. However, unlike CLOSET, CHARM
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stores the dataset in a vertical format where a list of row ids is stored for each feature. These
row id lists are then merged during the column enumeration to generate new row id lists that
represent nodes in the enumeration tree. In addition, a technique called diffset [26] is used
to reduce the size of the row id lists and the computational complexity for merging them.
Although performance studies in [27] show that CHARM is substantially faster than all
other algorithm on most datasets, CHARM is still unable to handle long biological dataset
efficiently because it is still performing column enumeration.
Work on finding maximal frequent patterns [8, 1, 10] is also related. However, as men-
tioned in [27], it is not practical to first find all maximal frequent patterns and then generate
closed patterns from them.
2.2 Common Pruning Strategies
Among those algorithms in the previous section, some pruning strategies are widely used.
These strategies can effectively reduce the search space of the frequent closed itemsets.
The most essential principle is the Aprioir property [5] :”every subset of a frequent item-
set must be frequent”. Therefore, we can know that any descendant of an infrequent itemset
can not be a frequent itemset. So no matter what searching strategy we use, breadth-first or
depth-first, once we find an itemset which is infrequent, we will not use it to generate any
descendant.
There are some other strategies which is only effective in depth-first search algorithms.
Lemma 2.2.1 If itemset X is a subset of an already found frequent closed itemset Y and
X has the same support value as Y , then X and all its descendants can not be frequent
closed itemsets.
This lemma is usually implemented by hash table. All the frequent closed itemsets are
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inserted into a hash table according to their support value and their length. When a new
itemset comes, it is compared with all the frequent closed itemsets with the same support
value and larger length. The lemma can reduce the search space by pruning some branches
as early as possible.
Lemma 2.2.2 Suppose itemset X is a frequent itemset and itemset Y is the largest common
parts (except X) of all the rows containing itemset X , then X ⋃ Y is a frequent closed
itemset and no other frequent closed itemsets will contain X but no Y .
The algorithms above have different implementation for this lemma according to their
data structure. Generally, they will extract the largest common itemset of a row set as a
common head of the frequent itemsets found in the remains of these rows. Since the search
space is related to the number of items in the rows, the lemma can reduce the search space




In this chapter, we will describe the CARPENTER algorithm. The CARPENTER algo-
rithm is designed to mine frequent closed patterns in datasets having a large number of
features and small number of rows by performing a row set enumeration. We can see the
CARPENTER can handle these kinds of datasets very efficiently.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows:
In the next section, we will introduce some preliminaries and give our problem definition.
The CARPENTER algorithm will be explained in Section 3.3. To show the superiority of
CARPENTER for mining long biological datasets, experiments are conducted in Section
3.4 on real-life biological data. We will discuss some disadvantages of CARPENTER in
Section 3.5 and give a conclusion in Section 3.6.
3.2 Preliminary
We will first give a problem description and define some notations for further discussion.
10
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Let F=ff1, f2, .., fmg be a set of binary features/columns. Let D be our dataset (or table)
which consists of a set of rows R=fr1, .., rngwith each row ri consisting of a value of either
1 or 0 for each feature in F . We abuse our notation slightly by saying that a row ri contains
a feature fj if fj have a value of 1 in ri. Thus we can also say that ri  F .
As an example, Figure 3.1(a) shows a dataset in which the binary features are represented
using alphabets ‘a’ to ‘t’. There are altogether 5 rows, r1,...,r5 in the table, The first row r1
contains the features ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’, ‘l’, ‘o’ and ‘s’ i.e. these binary features have a value of ‘1’
for r1. To simplify notation, we will use the row numbers to represent a set of rows in future
discussion. Thus, “235” will be used to denote the set of rows r2, r3 and r4. Likewise, a set
of features like fa, c, fg will also be represented as acf as and when needed.
We next introduce two concepts call feature support set and row support set.
Definition 3.2.1 Feature Support Set, R(F ′)
Given a set of features F ′  F , we use R(F ′)  R to denote the largest set of rows that
contain F ′.
Definition 3.2.2 Row Support Set, F (R′)
Given a set of rows R′  R, we use F (R′)  F to denote the largest set of features that
are common among the rows in R′.
Example 1 R(F ′) and F (R′)
Consider again the table in Figure 3.1(a). Let F ′ be the feature set fa, e, hg, then R(F ′) =
fr2, r3, r4g since these are all the rows in R that contain F ′. Also let R′ be the set of rows
23 (i.e. fr2, r3g), then F (R′)=fa, e, hg since this is the longest pattern that occurs in
both r2 and r3.
Definition 3.2.3 Support,jR(F ′)j
Given a set of features F ′, the number of rows in the dataset that contain F ′ is called the
support of F ′. Using earlier denition, we can denote the support of F ′ as jR(F ′)j.
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Definition 3.2.4 Closed Patterns
Let D be a dataset and let R be the set of rows in D which contain subsets of binary features
from F . A set of features F ′  F is called a closed pattern if there exists no F ′′ such that
F ′  F ′′ and jR(F ′′)j = jR(F ′)j.
Note that the definition of closed patterns essentially means that the set of rows that
contain superset F ′′ must not be exactly the set of rows that contain F ′. Such a condition
is a way of avoiding the discovery of a large set of redundant patterns as explained in [18].
Definition 3.2.5 Frequent Closed Patterns
Let D be a dataset and let R be the set of rows in D which contain subsets of binary features
from F . A set of features F ′  F is called a frequent closed pattern if (1) jR(F ′)j, the
support of F ′ is higher than a minimum support threshold, minsup, provided by a user. (2)
F ′ is a closed pattern.
Example 2 Given that minsup = 2, the feature set fa, e, hg will be a frequent closed
pattern in the table of Figure 3.1(a) since it occurs three times in the table. fa, eg on
the other hand is not a frequent closed pattern although the number of its occurrences
is more than the minsup threshold. This is because it has a superset fa, e, hg such that
jR(fa, e, hg) = jR(fa, eg)j.
Problem Definition: Given a dataset D which contains records that are subset of a set of
features F , our problem is to discover all frequent closed patterns with respect to a user
support threshold minsup.
3.3 The CARPENTER Algorithm
To illustrate our algorithm, we will use the tables in Figure 3.1 as a running example. Table
3.1(b) is a transposed version of Table 3.1(a), TT . In TT , the features become the row
























(b) Transposed Table, TT





Figure 3.2: TT j{2,3}
ids while the row numbers become the features. A row number i in the original table will
only appear in a row fj in the transposed table if the feature fj occurs in row ri of the
original table. For example, since feature b occurs in row r1 and r5 of the original table,
row numbers 1 and 5 occur in row ‘b’ of the transposed table. To avoid confusion, we will
hereafter refer to the rows in this transposed table as tuples while referring to those in the
original table as rows 1.
We will first provide a conceptual explanation of CARPENTER in Section 3.3.1 and
then provide implementation details in Section 3.3.2.
1The tuples in the transposed table actually represent the features in the original table
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3.3.1 Enumeration and Pruning
Unlike existing algorithms which perform their search by enumeration of feature sets [18,
20], CARPENTER performs search by enumeration of row sets. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the enumeration tree which represents our search conceptually when we do not apply any
pruning technique (i.e. this tree is not physically build as a data structure). Each node of the
enumeration tree represents a combination of rows which are denoted using the convention
we introduced earlier. Given a node representing a subset of rows R′, we also show F (R′)
at the node for use in later discussion. For example, the node “12” represents fr1, r2g and
“al” indicates that F (fr1, r2g) = fa, lg.
To find frequent closed patterns, CARPENTER performs a depth first search on the
enumeration tree by moving along the edges of the tree. By imposing an order ORD
based on the row number, we are able to perform a systematic search by enumerating the
combinations of rows based on lexicographical order. For example, the order of search on
the row enumeration tree in Figure 3.3 will be f1, 12, 123, 1234, 12345, 1235,...,45, 5g (in
absence of any optimization and pruning strategies). We have the following lemma
Lemma 3.3.1 Let F be a closed pattern and R(F ) be the subset of tuples from the original
table that contains F . R(F ) is unique. In other words, there does not exist a closed pattern
F ′, F ′ 6= F , that satisfy R(F ) = R(F ′).
Proof: We will prove by contradiction. Assuming there exists a closed pattern F ′ that
satises R(F ) = R(F ′) but F ′ 6= F . Let pattern CF = F ′ [ F . Then R(CF ) = R(F ) =
R(F ′). Since F ′  CF contradicts with the denition of closed pattern. So we can say
that such a F ′ does not exist.
With Lemma 3.3.1, we know that each closed pattern corresponds to a unique set of rows
in the original table. By enumerating all combinations of rows as shown in the enumeration






























































Figure 3.3: The Row Enumeration Tree.
tree of Figure 3.3, we can be sure that all closed patterns in the datasets are also enumer-
ated. It is obvious that a complete traversal of the row enumeration tree is not efficient
and pruning techniques must be introduced to prune off unnecessary searches. Before we
explain these techniques, we first introduce the framework of algorithm.
To explain the main algorithm, we next introduce the concept of a conditional trans-
posed table.
Definition 3.3.1 Conditional Transposed Table, TT jX
Let X be a subset of rows (in the original table). Given the transposed table TT , a X-
conditional transposed table denoted as TT jX is a subset of tuples from TT such that:
1. For each tuple x that is a superset of X in TT , there exist a corresponding tuple x′
in TT jX
2. Let ri be the row with lowest order in X according to ORD. Then x′ contains all
rows in x EXCEPT for ri and those rows that are higher order than ri.
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Example 3 Let the transposed table in Figure 3.1(b) be TT and let X = f2, 3g. The
X-conditional transposed table, TT jX is as shown in Figure 3.2.
Our formal algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4. For clear representation, we assume that the
input table TT is already transposed with infrequent features removed. This pre-processing
step is trivial and take up negligible time since the datasets we focus on can usually be fitted
into the main memory. The CARPENTER algorithm involves recursive computation of
conditional transposed tables for performing a depth-first traversal of the row enumeration
tree. Each computed conditional table represents a node in the enumeration tree of Figure
3.3. For example, the f2, 3g-conditional table represents the node “23”. After initializing
FCP , the set of frequent closed pattern, to be empty and letting R to be the set of rows in
the original table, CARPENTER calls the subroutine MinePattern to recursively generate
X-conditional tables.
The subroutine MinePattern takes in three parameters TT ′jX , R′ and FCP . TT ′X is
a X-conditional table. R′ contains the set of rows that will be used to enumerate the next
level of conditional transposed table while FCP contains the frequent closed patterns that
have been discovered so far.
Steps 1 to 4 in the subroutine perform the counting and pruning. They are extremely
important to the efficiency of CARPENTER Algorithm. Before we explain these 4 steps,
we will first show that the MinePattern subroutine will only output a pattern if and only
if it is a frequent closed patterns (in the absence of these 4 steps). This is done at Step 5
which checks whether F (X) is a frequent closed pattern before inserting F (X) into FCP ,
and at Step 6 which continues the next level of enumeration in the search tree. We prove
the correctness of the two steps by two lemmas as follows:
Lemma 3.3.2 Let X be a subset of rows from the original table, then F (X) must be a
closed pattern (not necessary frequent).
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Algorithm CARPENTER
Input: Transposed table TT , features set F and support level minsup
Output: Complete set of frequent closed patterns, FCP
Method:
1. Initialization. FCP = ;. Let R be the set of rows in the original table in the order
ORD;
2. Mine Frequent Closed Pattern. MinePattern(TT j∅,R, FCP );
Subroutine: MinePattern(TT ′jX ,R′, FCP ).
Parameters:
 TT ′jX : A X-conditional transposed table;
 R′: A subset of rows which have not been considered in the enumeration;
 FCP : The set of frequent closed patterns that have been found;
Method:
1. Scan TT ′jX and count the frequency of occurrences for each row, ri 2 R′. Y = ;.
2. Pruning 1: Let U  R′ be the set of rows in R′ which occur in at least one tuple of
TT ′jX . If jU j+ jXj  minsup, then return; else R′ = U ;
3. Pruning 2: Let Y be the set of rows which are found in every tuple of the X-
conditional transposed table. Let R′ = R′   Y and remove all rows of Y from
TT ′jX ;
4. Pruning 3: If F (X) 2 FCP , then return;
5. If jXj+ jY j  minsup, add F (X) into FCP ;
6. For each ri 2 R′,
R′ = R′   frig
MinePattern(TT ′jX jri , R
′, FCP );
Figure 3.4: The CARPENTER Algorithm
Proof: We will prove by contradiction. Assuming F (X) is not a closed pattern, then there
exists a feature fi such that R(F (X)) = R(F (X) + fi). Since X contains all features
of F (X), then X  R(F (X)). This means that fi is also found in every row of X which
contradicts the denition that F (X) is the largest set of features that are found in every
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row of X . The largest set in this case is X + fi.
Lemma 3.3.2 ensures that Step 5 only inserts closed patterns that are frequent into FCP .
The main observation used in the proof is that F (X) cannot be a maximal feature sets that
are common in all rows of X unless it is a closed pattern. A check on jXj+ jY j is needed
to ensure that the minimum support threshold is satisfied (Note that Y is an empty set if
the Steps 1 to 4 of MinePattern are not executed). Together with Lemma 3.3.1, we know
that the complete and correct set of frequent closed patterns will be in FCP .
Lemma 3.3.3 TT ′jX jri = TT ′jX+ri
Lemma 3.3.3 is useful for explaining Step 6. It simply states that a X + ri conditional
transposed table can be computed from a X conditional transposed table, TT ′jX , by select-
ing those tuples that contain ri in TT ′jX . This is utilized in Step 6 where a recursive call on
MinePattern is called with TT ′jX jri as the conditional transposed table. This is in fact
generating the fX + rig conditional transposed table that is needed to represent the next
level of row set enumeration.
Note that Step 6 implicitly represents a form of pruning too since it is possible to have
R′ = ;. It can be observed from the enumeration tree that there exist some combinations
of rows, X , such that F (X) = ; (an example is node “134”). This implies that there is
no feature which exists in all the rows in X . When this occurs, R′ will be empty and no
further enumeration will be performed.
We next look at the pruning techniques that are used in CARPENTER to enhance its ef-
ficiency. Our emphasis here is to show that our pruning steps do not prune off any frequent
closed patterns while preventing unnecessary traversal of the enumeration tree. Combin-
ing this with our earlier explanation on how all frequent closed patterns are enumerated in
CARPENTER without the pruning steps, the correctness of our algorithm will be obvious.
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The first pruning step is executed in Step 2 of MinePattern. The pruning is essentially
aimed at removing search branches which can never yield closed patterns that satisfy the
minsup threshold. The following lemma is applied in the pruning.
Lemma 3.3.4 Let TT ′jX be a X conditional transposed table. Let U be a set of rows
which occur in at least one tuple of TT ′jX . If jU j+ jXj < minsup, then it is not possible
that for any U ′  U , F (X + U ′) is a frequent closed pattern.
Proof: All rows that are not in the X conditional transposed table will create an empty
pattern if they are combined with X , thus these rows are of no interest to us. As such X
can only be combined with some U ′  U in order to continue the enumeration.
The maximum support in further enumeration is however bounded by jU j + jXj. Since
jU j + jXj < minsup, we can safely conclude that all the patterns in further enumeration
will not be frequent.
In Step 3 of MinePattern, our second pruning strategy is applied. This pruning deals
with rows that occur in all tuples of the X conditional transposed table. Such rows are
immediately removed from TT ′jX because of the following lemma
Lemma 3.3.5 Let TT ′jX be a X conditional transposed table and Y be a set of rows
which occur in every tuple of TT ′jX . Given any subset R′  R, we have F (X + R′) =
F (X + Y + R′).
Proof: By denition, F (X + R′) contains a set of features which occur in every row of
X +R′. Since the rows in Y occur in every tuple of TT ′jX , this means that these rows also
occur in every tuples of TT ′j{X+R′} (Note: TT ′j{X+R′}  TT ′jX). Thus, the set of tuples in
TT ′j{X+R′} is exactly the set of tuples in TT ′j{X+R′+Y }. From this, we can conclude that
F (X + R′) = F (X + Y + R′).
Example 4 As an example to illustrate Lemma 3.3.5, let us consider the f2, 3g conditional
transposed table in Figure 3.2. Since row 4 occurs in every tuples of TT j{2,3}, we can
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conclude that F (f2, 3g)=F (f2, 3, 4g) =fa, e, fg. Thus, we need not create TT j{2,3,4} in
our search and row 4 need not be considered for further enumeration down that branch of
the enumeration tree.
Our final and most complex pruning strategy is shown in Step 4 of MinePattern. This
step will prune off any further search down the branch of node X if it is found that F (X)
was already discovered previously in the enumeration tree. The inituitive reasoning which
we will prove later is as follows: the set of closed patterns that will be enumerated from the
descendants of node X must have been enumerated previously.
Unlike row-wise mining algorithms, such as CHARM and CLOSET, we need not per-
form detection of superset-subset relationship among the patterns since Lemma 3.3.2 al-
ready shows that only closed patterns will be enumerated in our search tree. For example,
in Figure 3.3, it is not possible for the pattern fa, cg to be enumerated although both fag
and fa, c, og are closed patterns with support of 40% and 60% respectively. This is unlike
CHARM and CLOSET, both of which will enumerate fa, cg and check that it has the same
support as a superset fa, c, og before discarding it as a non-closed pattern.
Another important thing to note here is that the correctness of the third pruning strategy
(Step 3)is dependent on the second pruning criteria. This is essential because of the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.6 Let X be the set of rows in the current search node and X ′ be the set of
rows that result in F (X) (which is the same as F(X’)) being inserted into FCP in earlier
enumeration. If pruning strategy 2 is applied consistently in the algorithm, then the node
representing X in the enumeration tree will not be the descendent of the node representing
X ′ in the enumeration tree.
Proof: Assume otherwise, then X ′  X . Let Z = X   X ′. Since F (X) = F (X ′), all
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rows in Z must be contained in all tuples of the X ′ conditional transposed table. Based
on pruning strategy 2, the rows in Z would be added to X ′ and will be removed from
subsequent transposed table down that search branch. Thus the node representing X will
not be visited, which contradicts the fact that node X is currently being processed in the
enumeration tree.
Lemma 3.3.6 shows that it is NOT possible to prune off the branches of a node simply
because they represent the same feature sets as an ancestor node in the enumeration tree.
Again, we emphasize that this come hand in hand with our second pruning strategy.
Example 5 Consider again the node f2, 3g in Figure 3.3. As earlier mentioned, its de-
scendant node f2, 3, 4g will not be visited since row 4 occurs in every tuples of the f2, 3g
conditional transposed table. Without pruning strategy 2, this will not be the case.
We next try to prove that all branches from a node X in the enumeration tree can be
pruned off if F (X) is already in FCP . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.7 Let TT ′jX be the conditional transposed table in the current search node.
Let X ′ be the set of rows which result in F (X) (which is the equals to F (X ′) ) being in-
serted into FCP in earlier enumeration. Let xfi and x′fi be the two tuples that represent
feature fi in TT ′jX and TT ′jX′ respectively. We will have xfi  x′fi for all fi 2 F (X).
Proof: We know that F (X) = F (X ′) which implies that the set of features represented by
tuples in both the conditional transposed tables will be the same.
Let the maximal set of rows that contains the feature set F (X ′) be R′max = fr′1, ..., r′ng
which is sorted based on the order ORD . Let m be the minimum number such that
F (fr′1, ..., r
′
mg) = F (X
′). Denoting fr′1, ..., r′mg as R′min, an analysis of the enumeration
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tree based on ORD will tell us that the row set R′min is the rst combination of rows that
cause F (X ′) to be inserted into FCP .
Based on Lemma 3.3.6, X cannot be a descendent of X ′ in the enumeration tree. Thus,
X must be of the form (R′min   A) + B where A  R′min and B  R′max   R′min, A 6= ;,
B 6= ;. We can conclude from here that there exists a row r′i such that i > m and ri 2 X .
By denition of a conditional transposed table, we know that all rows which occur before
r′m (based on the order ORD) will be removed in TT ′jX′ . Likewise, all rows occurring
before r′i will be removed in TT ′X . Since i > m, a tuple x′fi representing feature fi in
TT ′jX′ will have less rows being removed than the corresponding tuple xfi representing
feature fi in TT ′jX . Hence the proof.
In a less formal term, Lemma 3.3.7 shows that if X ′ is the first combination of rows that
cause F (X ′) to be inserted into FCP , then the conditional transposed table TT ′jX′ will
be more “general” than any other conditional transposed table TT ′jX in which F (X) =
F (X ′). “General” in this case, refers to the fact that each tuple in TT ′jX′ is in fact a
superset of the corresponding tuple in TT ′jX . We will now formalize our third pruning
strategy as a theorem.
Theorem 3.3.1 Given a node representing a set of rows X in the enumeration tree, if F (X)
is already in FCP , then all enumeration down that node can be pruned off.
Proof Let X ′ be the combination of rows that rst cause F (X) to be inserted into FCP .
From Lemma 3.3.7, we know that any tuple x′fi in the X
′ conditional table will be a superset
of a corresponding tuple xfi in the X conditional table. Since we know that the next level
of search at node X in the enumeration tree is based on the set of rows in the X conditional
transposed table, it is easy to conclude that the possible enumeration at the node X is a
subset of the possible enumeration at node X ′. Since X ′ had been visited, it is thus not
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necessary to perform any enumeration from the node X onwards.
Example 6 Consider again the node f2, 3g in Figure 3.3 which is the rst node that results
in the insertion of fa, e, hg based on the enumeration order. Thus, R′min = f2, 3g.
We next look at node f3, 4g and observe that F (f3, 4g) = F (f2, 3g) = fa, e, hg. It can
be seen that node f3, 4g is not a descendant of node f2, 3g and that f3, 4g satised the
formula (R′min   A) + B, A = f2g, B = f4g.
In this case, pruning strategy 3 can be applied and no further enumeration will be done
from node f3, 4g.
3.3.2 Implementation
We will next provide some details of our implementation of CARPENTER . We note that
there are a large variety of data structures and programming tricks which could be used to
implement CARPENTER efficiently. A naive way of implementing CARPENTER is to
physically materialize the conditional transposed tables at each step of CARPENTER ’s
enumeration in the main or secondary storage. To enhance enumeration, a FP-tree [13] can
also be built (with some modification) on the transposed table (note that this is different
from building FP-tree on the original table). We leave it to interested readers to explore
more on such implementation details along the direction.
Our main contribution however is the enumeration and pruning techniques developed
in Section 3.3.1 while the description here is to show the feasibility of implementation.
Instead, our implementation uses memory pointers to point at the relevant tuples in the
in-memory transposed table to simulate the conditional transposed table. Other algorithms
which adopt such an approach include BUC [9] 2 and H-mine [19]. We will illustrate
2BUC is developed to compute iceburg cube on relational data. However, adopting it to handle binary
data where ‘0’s are ignored will be relatively simple






















































Figure 3.5: Conditional Pointer Lists at Node f1g.



























































Figure 3.6: Conditional Pointer Lists at Node f12g.
the construction of memory pointers using memory pointers with an example here and
interested readers are referred to [9, 19] for details.
Our implementation assumes that despite the high dimensionality, the biological datasets
that we are trying to handle are still sufficiently small to be loaded completely into the main
memory. This is true for many gene expression datasets which have only small number of
rows (usually from 100 to 300).
Given the transposed table in our running example, we show the state of memory pointers
when we are at node f1g of the enumeration tree in Figure 3.5 assuming that minsup = 1.
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Figure 3.7: Conditional Pointer Lists at Node f2g.
The in-memory transposed table is shown on the right hand side of the figure and has
memory pointers pointing to various positions in the table. The pointers are organized into
conditional pointer lists.
In Figure 3.5, the 1-conditional pointer list (at the top left corner of the figure) has 6
entries in the form of < fi, Pos > which indicates not only the tuple that contains r1
but also the position of r1 within the tuple. For example, the entry < a, 1 > in the 1-
conditional pointer list indicates that the tuple representing feature ‘a’ contains row r1 at
position number 1. We can derive the 1-conditional transposed table TT ′j1 by following the
Pos in 1-conditional pointer list. Since generating the 1-conditional pointer list requires
a full scan of the transposed table, CARPENTER also generates the conditional pointer
lists of other rows (i.e. r2, r3, r4 and r5) on the way. However, the generation of the 2-
conditional pointer list is slightly different. It now contains an entry for each tuple that
contains r2 BUT NOT r1. For example, although the tuple representing feature ‘a’ contains
row r2, it does not appear in the 2-conditional pointer list. It will be inserted subsequently
as we will see later. Conditional pointer lists for other rows are not shown in Figure 3.5,
but their interpretation is a simple extension of the 2-conditional pointer list.
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A scan through the 1-conditional pointer list will allow us to generate the 12, 13, 14 and
15 conditional pointer lists. Figure 3.6 shows the state of memory pointers when we are
processing node f1, 2g. Again, note that feature a is not in the 13-conditional pointer list
although the corresponding tuple does contain the set of rows fr1, r3g. This is because we
will first process the combination f1, 2g and move entries in 12-conditional pointer list to
the other pointer lists (including combinations 13,14 and 15 here) later. As a result, the
existing 13-conditional pointer list only indicate tuples that have f1, 3g BUT NOT f1, 2g.
Finally, we show the state of conditional pointer lists after node f1g and all its descen-
dants have been processed in Figure 3.7. Since all enumerations involving row r1 have
been either processed or pruned off, the entries in the 1-conditional pointer list are moved
into the remaining conditional pointer lists. For the 2-conditional pointer list, two new en-
tries are appended: < a, 2 > and < l, 2 >. This indicates that both tuples representing ‘a’
and ‘l’ contain r2 at the second position. Subsequent enumerations can then continue in
similar fashion and the entries in the 2-conditional pointer list will be moved to the other
conditional pointer lists after node f2g and it descendants are processed.
Throughout all the enumerations described above, we need to implement our three prun-
ing strategies. The implementation of strategies 1 and 2 is straightforward. For pruning
strategy 3, a trier structure [14] is used to perform the full pattern matching. Such an
implementation is proven to be efficient for our purpose as shown in our experiments.
3.4 Performance Studies
In this section, we will study and compare the performance of CARPENTER against other
algorithms. All our experiments were performed on a PC with a Pentium III 1.4 Ghz CPU,
1GB RAM and a 80GB harddisk. Algorithms were coded in Standard C.
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Algorithms: We compare CARPENTER against two other closed pattern discovery algo-
rithms, CHARM [27] and CLOSET [20] 3. Experiments in [20, 27] have shown that depth-
first mining algorithms like CHARM and CLOSET are substantially better than levelwise
mining algorithms like Close[18] and Pascal [7]. To make a fair comparison, CHARM and
CLOSET are also run in the main memory after one disk scan is done to load the datasets.
All run time for CARPENTER includes the time for transposing the datasets.
Datasets: We choose 3 real-life datasets to analyze the performance of CARPENTER.
The 3 datasets are clinical data on lung cancer (LC), acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL),
and ovarian cancer (OC). In such datasets, the rows represent clinical samples while the
columns represent the activity level of genes/protein presence in the sample. Usually, there
are two (or more) categories of samples and the goal is to identify a subset of genes/proteins
which can identify the category that a sample belongs to. Frequent pattern discovery on
these datasets is an important step in performing such a task. In the case in which there
are no known categories, frequent pattern discovery is also useful for performing subspace
clustering on these datasets [3, 11].
 The Lung Cancer (LC) dataset is a gene expression dataset. The rows in the dataset
represent sample tissues and these tissues can come from either malignant pleural
mesothelioma (MPM) or adenocarcinoma (ADCA) of the lung. There are 181 tissue
samples and each sample is described by the activity level of 12533 genes. The
dataset is publicly available from http://www.chestsurg.org.
 The Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) dataset is another gene expression dataset
which contains tissues from either cancerous or non-cancerous cells. There are 215
3For CLOSET, we also try to apply it’s pruning strategies with the implementation techniques in H-mine
[21]. It bring us no significant performance improvement over the original CLOSET and thus we won’t
further discuss this.
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tissue samples each described by the activity level of 12533 genes. The dataset is
available from http://www.stjuderesearch.org/data/ALL1/.
 The Ovarian Cancer (OC) dataset is for identifying proteomic patterns in serum that
distinguishes ovarian cancer from non-cancer cases. There are 253 samples each
described by activity level of 15154 proteins. The dataset is publicly available from
the following website: http://clinicalproteomics.steem.com/.




The table above shows the characteristics of these 3 datasets used in our experiments. It
shows the number of rows and the number of columns. To discretize the datasets, we do a
equal-depth partition for each column with 20 buckets. Our studies show that having fewer
buckets will result in a extremely high running time (up to a few days) for CHARM and
CLOSET. A setting of 20 buckets reduces this time sufficiently for performing our experi-
ments with reasonable efficiency.
Parameters: Three parameters are varied in our experiment, minimum support (minsup).
length ratio (l) and replication factor(r). The minimum support threshold has been ex-
plained earlier and its default value is 4% of the total number of rows in the dataset.
The parameter length ratio, l, has a value between 0 and 1. It is used to generate new
datasets with different average column size from the original datasets. A dataset with a
length ratio of l retains on average l100% of the columns in the original dataset. Columns
to be retained are randomly selected for each row. For example, if we generate a new dataset
with l=0.6 from the LC dataset, the new generated dataset will contain 7519 features on
average. The default value of l is 0.6 unless otherwise stated.
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Although we have catered our algorithm to handle datasets with a small number of rows,
we would still like to see how robust is CARPENTER when the number of rows grows. To
do so, we choose to replicate a dataset a number of times (so as not to affect the pattern
distribution of the dataset) according to the replication factor, r. The replication factor, r,
is varied from 100% to 500%. A value of 100% means that the dataset is not replicated
while a value of 500% means that the dataset is replicated 5 times. The default value of r
is 100%.
Note that replication is only done after the number of columns is reduced using the length
ratio l. This is to ensure that the same set of patterns are discovered when the minimum
support ratio is fixed at 4%. For example, if we want to generate a new dataset from LC
with l=0.6 and r=300%, we first generate a dataset with l=0.6 which has 181 rows and an
average of 7519 features per row. The new dataset is then replicated 3 times, resulting in a
dataset containing 543 rows and an average length of 7519 features.
3.4.1 Effectiveness of Pruning Strategies
Before we vary the above three parameters to compare the algorithms, we will use the three
pruning strategies separately on the Lung Cancer (LC) dataset and show their effectiveness.
We set minimum support, length ratio and replication factor to their default values respec-
tively (%4, 0.6 and %100). The result is in Table 3.1.
Time(s) Improvement(%)
No Pruning Strategy 30.3 0
Strategy 1 25.1 17
Strategy 2 19.7 35
Strategy 3 20.6 32
Table 3.1: Effectiveness of Pruning Strategies
As we can see, pruning strategies 2 and 3 have higher and similar improvement compared
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(a) Lung Cancer
(b) Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemai
(c) Ovarian Cancer
Figure 3.8: Varying minsup with l=0.6 and r=100%
with no pruning strategy. While strategy 1 has lower improvement since strategy 1 only
works when the searching is close to the end of the enumeration tree. The overhead of
implementing these three strategies is very small. We only need to maintain a set of pointers
in memory and move them forward or backward accordingly.
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(a) Lung Cancer
(b) Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemai
(c) Ovarian Cancer
Figure 3.9: Varying l with minsup=4% and r=100%
3.4.2 Varying Minimum Support
In the first set of experiments, we set l and r to their default values and vary the minimum
support. Since our default value for minsup is 4% of the number of rows in the dataset, this
corresponds to a minsup value of 7, 9 and 10 for the datasets LC, ALL and OC respectively.
Because of the the large number of columns, the running time of the algorithms is rather
sensitive to even a small change in minsup. As such, we only vary the value of minsup
from the default value by at most 2 rows in both the positive and negative direction.
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(a) Lung Cancer
(b) Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemai
(c) Ovarian Cancer
Figure 3.10: Varying r with minsup=4% and l=0.6
Figure 3.8 shows how CARPENTER compares against CHARM and CLOSET as minsup
is varied. Note that the y-axes of these graphs are in logarithmic scale (this is also true
for the remaining graphs). We first observe that there is a large variation in the running
time for both CHARM and CLOSET even though the variation in minsup is small. This
is because the average length of each row after removing the infrequent features can in-
crease(decrease) substantially due to a small decrease(increase) in minsup value. This
increase(decrease) the search space of both CHARM and CLOSET substantially, resulting
in a large difference in running time
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Among the three algorithms, we find that CLOSET is the slowest and has the steepest
increases in run time as minsup is decreased. CHARM on the other hand is generally 2
to 3 orders of magnitude slower than CARPENTER and only outperforms CARPENTER
at higher support level. CHARM outperforms CARPENTER at higher support level be-
cause when minsup is high, the number of frequent items will be small and thus both the
row enumeration tree and feature enumeration tree will be simple. CHARM is a highly
optimized feature enumeration algorithm, therefore it can outperform CARPENTER when
minsup is relatively high. However, due to the decrease in the run time with higher value
of minsup for both the algorithms, the absolute difference between CHARM and CAR-
PENTER is only around 10 seconds for all the three datasets at the highest minsup value.
This is negligible compared to the difference in running time at low minsup.
3.4.3 Varying Length Ratio
For our second set of experiments, we set minsup and r to their default values and varies l
from 0.5 to 1. Value of l that is smaller than 0.5 will generate datasets which contain very
few frequent closed patterns. Figure 3.9 shows the performance comparison of CHARM,
CLOSET and CARPENTER on all the 3 datasets when we vary l. As increasing the length
ratio will bring up the running time of both CHARM and CLOSET substantially, we leave
out their running time for higher value of l in the graph.
As can be seen from the graphs, the growth in run time of all the algorithms are expo-
nential with respect to the length ratio (again a reminder that the y-axis is in logarithmic
scale). The growth for CARPENTER is however substantially slower than that of CHARM
and CLOSET. For l = 0.9, CARPENTER can be up to a 100 times faster than CHARM
and 1000 times faster than CLOSET on the OC dataset. This also holds true for the LC and
ALL datasets even with lower l value of 0.8.
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Between CHARM and CLOSET, CHARM is always the faster algorithm. It even out-
performs CARPENTER on the ALL dataset when l=0.5. This difference however is again
rather small since all the three algorithms run reasonably fast with a reduced length ratio.
3.4.4 Varying Replication Factor
Finally, in the last set of experiment, we fixed minsup and the length ratio to their default
values and vary the replication factor, r, from 100% to 500%. Note that since we pegged
the minsup to 4% of the total number of rows, this means that the minimum support (which
is an absolute value) will also grow in correlation with the replication factor.
Figure 3.10 shows the performance of CARPENTER, CHARM and CLOSET for all the
3 datasets as we vary r. As can be seen from the graph, the increase in CARPENTER
’s run time is shaper than both CHARM and CLOSET as the replication factor grows.
This is to be expected since CARPENTER performs row enumeration and its search space
will grow exponentially with the number of rows. However, we note that the run time
of CARPENTER remains lower than both CHARM and CLOSET, which suggests that
CARPENTER is still more efficient even when there are around a thousand rows. Note that
our length ratio is set only at the default value of 0.6 for this set of experiments. We expect
CARPENTER performance superiority to be even more robust with respect to increasing
replication factor if a higher value of length ratio is set.
As can be seen, in all the experiments we conducted, CARPENTER outperforms CHARM
and CLOSET in most cases. This result demonstrates that CARPENTER is extremely ef-
ficient in finding frequent closed patterns on datasets with small number of rows and large
number of
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3.5 Discussion
In this section, we will discuss some disadvantages of row enumeration. In Section 3.4, we
can see that row enumeration is much more efficient than feature enumeration on datasets
having large number of features and small number of rows. However, given a dataset with
100000 features and 1000 rows whose number of features is still obviously larger than the
number of rows and set minimum support to 8%, CARPENTER can hardly run. The main
reason is the large average search depth in the enumeration tree when CARPENTER is
given a relatively large minimum support.
For both feature enumeration algorithms and row enumeration algorithms, their perfor-
mance is greatly affected by the average search depth in the enumeration tree which also
partially represents the actual size of the searching space. In feature enumeration algo-
rithms, the average search depth is decided by the average length of frequent closed item-
sets which is usually around 10. While in row enumeration algorithms, the average search
depth is decided by the user defined minimum support. If the minimum support is large
,e.g. 80, row enumeration will have to search deeply into the enumeration tree. Though the
pruning methods we mentioned in Section 3.3.1 can reduce the average search depth, it will
still be considerably larger compared with the average length of frequent closed patterns.
Therefore row enumeration methods can not afford large minimum support value even
for dataset having large number of features and relatively small number of rows.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an algorithm called CARPENTER for finding frequent closed
patterns in long biological datasets. CARPENTER makes use of the special charateristic
of biological datasets to enhance its efficiency. It adopts the novel approach of performing
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row enumeration instead of the conventional column enumeration so as to overcome the
extremely high dimensionality of many biological datasets. Experiments show that this
bold approach yields good payoff as CARPENTER outperforms exisiting closed pattern
discovery algorithms like CHARM and CLOSET by a large order of magnitude when they
are running on long biological datasets. In the next chapter, we will look at how CARPEN-





With the development of CARPENTER algorithm, existing algorithms can presently be
separated into two groups, feature (column) enumeration and row enumeration. Feature
enumeration algorithms like CHARM [27] and CLOSET+ [24] are algorithms in which
combinations of features are tested systematically to look for frequent closed patterns. Such
an approach is suitable for datasets with small number of features and large number of rows
since the number of feature combinations to be tested will be small.
However, for bioinformatics data with large number of features and small number of
rows, the performance of these algorithms deteoriate due to the large number of feature
combinations. To go around this problem, the algorithm CARPENTER is developed to
perform row enumeration on bioinformatics datasets instead. CARPENTER is a row enu-
meration algorithm which looks for frequent closed patterns by testing various combina-
tions of rows. Since the bioinformatics datasets have small number of rows and large
number of features, the number of row combinations will be much smaller than the number
of feature combinations. As such, row enumeration algorithms like CARPENTER will be
37
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more efficient than feature enumeration algorithms on these kinds of datasets.
Therefore, we can see that row enumeration and feature enumeration methods have their
own advantage and disadvantage respectively and for datasets having both large number of
rows and large number of features, both of these two classes of methods can not handle
efficiently.
In this chapter, we will describe a combined algorithm, COBBLER. COBBLER is de-
signed to switch between row enumeration and feature enumeration dynamically accord-
ing the characteristics of the data subset being processed. We can see that as a combined
method, COBBLER can handle datasets with large number of rows and features.
Since COBBLER and CARPENTER are both designed to deal with the same problem:
mining frequent closed patterns, we will use the same set of preliminaries and definitions
as in chapter 3 in later discussion. The COBBLER algorithm will be explained in Section
4.2. To show the advantage of COBBLER’s dynamic enumeration, experiments will be
conducted on both real-life and synthetic datasets in Section 4.3. We will give a discussion
in Section 4.4 and conclude our work in Section 4.5.















(b) Transposed Table, TT
Figure 4.1: Running Example
To illustrate our algorithm, we will use the tables in Figure 4.1 as a running example.
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Table 4.1(a) is the original table T and Table 4.1(b) is the transposed version of Table
4.1(a), TT . In TT , the row ids are the features in T while the features are the row ids in T .
A row number i exists in the row fj of TT if and only if the feature fj occurs in row i in T.
For example, since feature “c” occurs in r1, r4 and r5 in the original table, row ids “1”,
“4” and “5” occurs in row “c” in the transposed table. To avoid confusion, we will hereafter
use tuples to refer to the rows in the transposed table and use rows to refer to the rows in
the original table.



















































































































(b) row enumeration tree
Figure 4.2: Traditional row and feature enumeration tree.
Algorithms for discovering closed patterns can be represented as a search in an enu-
meration tree. An enumeration tree can either be a feature enumeration tree or a row
enumeration tree. Figure 4.2(a) shows a feature enumeration tree in which each possible
combinations of features are represented as an unique node in the tree. Node “ab” in the tree














Figure 4.3: Conditional Table
for example represents the feature combination fa, bg while the bracket below (i.e. f25g)
indicates that row r2 and r5 contain fa, bg. Algorithms like CHARM and CLOSET+ find
closed pattern by performing depth-first search (DFS) in the feature enumeration tree (start-
ing from the root). By imposing an order ORDf on the feature, each possible combination
of features will be systematically visted following a lexicographical order. In Figure 4.2(a),
the order of enumeration will be fa, ab, abc, . . . , de, eg (in absence of any optimization and
pruning strategy).
The concept of a row enumeration tree is similar to a feature enumeration tree except
that in a row enumeration tree, each possible combination of rows(instead of features), R′,
is represented as a node in the tree. Figure 4.2(b) shows a row enumeration tree. Node “12”
in the figure represents row combination f1, 2g while the bracket “fadg” below denotes the
fact the “fadg” is found in both r1 and r2 (i.e. F(f1, 2g) = fa, dg. Again, by imposing
a order ORDr on the rows, row enumeration algorithm like CARPENTER will be able to
visit each possible combination of rows in a DFS manner on the enumeration tree. The or-
der of node visit in Figure 4.2(b) will be f1, 12, 123, . . . , 45, 5g when no pruning strategies
are adopted.
Regardless of row or feature enumeration, searches in the enumeration tree are simulated
by successive generation of conditional table and conditional transpose table defined as
follow.
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Definition 4.2.1 Conditional Table, T jX
Let X be a subset of features. Given the original table T , a X-conditional original table
denoted as T jX is a subset of rows from T such that:
1. Each row is a superset of X in T
2. Let fi be the feature with lowest order in X according to ORDf . Feature fi and all
fj that are higher order than fi according to ORDf are removed from each row in
T jX
Example 7 Let the original table in Figure 4.1(a) be T . When the node b in the enu-
meration tree of Figure 4.2(a) is visited, a X-conditional table, T jb (note: X=fbg) will be
created and is as shown in Figure 4.3(a). From T jb, we can infer that there are 4 rows
which contain b.
Definition 4.2.2 Conditional Transposed Table, TT jX
Let X be a subset of rows (in the original table). Given the transposed table TT , a X-
conditional transposed table denoted as TT jX is a subset of tuples from TT such that:
1. Each tuple is a superset of X in TT
2. Let ri be the row with lowest order in X according to ORDr. Row ri and all rj that
are higher order than ri according to ORDr are removed from each tuple in TT jX
Example 8 Let the transposed table in Figure 4.1(b) be TT . When the node 12 in the
row enumeration tree of Figure 4.2(b) is visited, a X-conditional transposed table, TT j12
(note: X=f1,2g) will be created and is as shown in Figure 4.3(b). The inference we make
from TT j12 is slightly different from that we make from the earlier example. Here we can
infer that fa,dg occurs in two rows of the dataset (i.e. r1 and r2).
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In both Example 7 and 8, it is easy to see that the number of rows (tuples) in the con-
ditional (transposed) table will be reduced as the search move down the enumeration tree.
This enhanced the efficiency of mining since the number of rows (tuples) being processed
at lower level of the tree will also reduced. Furthermore, the conditional (transposed) table
of a node can be easily obtained from that of its parent. Searching the enumeration tree is
thus a successive generation of conditional tables where the conditional table at each node
is obtained by scanning the conditional table of its parent node.
4.2.2 Dynamic Enumeration Tree
As we can see, the basic characteristic of a row enumeration tree or a feature enumeration
tree is that the tree is static. The current solution is to make a selection between these
approaches based on the characteristic of T at the start of the algorithm. For datasets with
many rows and few features, algorithms like CHARM [27] and CLOSET+ [24] that search
in the feature enumeration tree will be more efficient since the number of possible feature
combinations will be low. However, when the number of features is much larger than the
number of rows, a row-wise enumeration algorithm like CARPENTER [17] was shown to
be much more efficient.
There are two motivations for adopting a more dynamic approach.
 First, the characteristic of the conditional tables could be different from the orignal
table. Since the number of rows (or tuples) can be reduced as we move down the
enumeration tree, it is possible that a table T which has more rows than features
initially, could have the characteristic reversed for it’s conditional tables T jx (i.e.
more features than rows). As such, it make sense to adopt a different enumeration
approach as the data characteristic changes.
 Second, for datasets with large number of rows and also large number of features, a
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combination of row and feature enumeration could help to reduce both the number
of rows and features being considered in the conditional tables thus enhancing the
efficiency of mining.
Next, we will illustrate with a simple example on what we mean by dynamic switching
of enumeration method:
Example 9 Consider the table T in Figure 4.1(a). Let us assume that the order for fea-
tures, ORDf is fa, b, c, d, eg and the order for rows, ORDr is f1, 2, 3, 4, 5g. Suppose,
we rst perform a feature-wise enumeration generating the fbg-conditional table (shown
earlier in Figure 4.3(a)) follow by the fb,cg-conditional table in Figure 4.4(a). To switch to
a row-wise enumeration, T jbc will rst be transposed creating TT (T jbc) 1 in Figure 4.4(b).
Since only row 4 and 5 are in the tuples of TT (T jbc), we next perform row enumeration on
row 4, which give TT (T jbc)j4 in Figure 4.4(c). From TT (T jbc)j4, we see that feature d
and e are both in row 4. Thus, we can conclude that only 1 row (i.e. row 4) contains the
feature set fb,cg + fd,eg = fb,c,d,eg (fb,cg is obtained from feature enumeration while













Figure 4.4: Conditional Table
Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show examples of possible dynamic enumeration tree that could
be generated from table T in our running example. In Figure 4.5(a), we highlight the path
linking nodes “b”, “bc” and “4” as they correspond to the nodes we visited in Example
9. Switching from row enumeration to feature enumeration is also possible as shown in
Figure 4.5(b).
1TT stand for transposed







































































































































































(b) Switching from row-wise to feature-wise enumera-
tion.
Figure 4.5: Dynamic enumeration trees.
Like previous algorithms, COBBLER will also perform a depth first search on the enu-
meration tree. To ensure a systematic search, enumeration is done based on ORDr for row
enumeration and on ORDf for feature enumeration.
To formalize the actual enumeration switching procedure, let us first divide all the nodes
in our dynamic enumeration tree into two classes, row enumerated node and feature enu-
merated node. As the name implies, row enumerated node is a node which represents a
subset of rows R′ being enumerated while a feature enumerated node is a node which rep-
resents a subset of feature F ′ being enumerated. For example, in Figure 4.5(a), the node
“bc” is a feature enumerated node while its children node “4” is a row enumerated node.
Definition 4.2.3 Feature to Row Enumeration Switch Let N be a feature enumerated
node representing the feature subset F ′ and let R(F ′) be the rows containing F ′ in T .
In additional, let fl be the lowest ranking feature in F ′ based on ORDf . A switch from
feature to row enumeration will follow these steps:
1. Create transposed table TT (T jF ′) such that
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 we have a tuple for each feature f 2 F , f having lower rank than fl
 given a tuple in TT (T jF ′) representing a feature f , the tuple contains all row r
such that r 2 R(F ′) and r 2 R(ffg)
2. Perform row enumeration on TT (T jF ′ following the order ORDr.
Example 10 For example, in Figure 4.5(a), while node “ab” enumerates feature set, its
descendant will switch to enumerate row set. The sub-tree of node “ab” will create a
transposed table with one tuple for each feature c, d and e since c,d,e are of lower rank
than b in ORDjf . Since R(fa, bg)=f2, 5g, the tuples in the enumeration table will only
contain some subsets of f2, 5g. We thus have the enumerating order f2, 25, 5g on the
transposed table
To define the procedure for switching from row to feature enumeration, we first introduce
the concept of Direct Feature Enumerated Ancestor
Definition 4.2.4 Direct Feature Enumerated Ancestor, DFA(N)
Given a row enumerated node N , its nearest ancestor which enumerates feature subsets is
called its direct feature enumerated ancestor, DFA(N). In addition, we will use F ′DFA(N)
to denote the feature set represented by DFA(N) The root node of the enumerating tree
can be considered to enumerate both row set and feature set.
For example,in Figure 4.5(b), DFA(“bd”) = “24”.
Definition 4.2.5 Row to Feature Enumeration Switch
Let N be a row enumerated node representing the row subset R′ and let F(R′) be the
maximal set of features that is found in every row of R′ in T . In addition, let F ′DFA(N) be
the feature set that is represented by DFA(N). A switch from row to feature enumeration
will follow these steps:
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1. Create table T ′ such that for each row r in R(F ′DFA(N)), a correspond row r′ is in
T ′ with
 r′  r
 F ′DFA(N)  r
′
 r′  F(R′)
2. Perform feature enumeration on T ′ following the order ORDf .
In essence, a row to feature enumeration create a conditional table T ′ such all features
combinations that is a superset of F ′DFA(N) but a subset of F(R
′) can be tested systemati-
cally based on feature enumeration.
Example 11 For example, in Figure 4.5(b), while node “24” enumerates row set, its de-
scendant will switch to enumerate feature set. T ′ will thus be generated for nding all
frequent closed patterns that is a subset of fb, d, eg (i.e. F(f2, 4g) but a superset of fg
(since that is the DFA of node “24”). Since R(fg) contain rows r1, r2, r3, r4 and r5, we
will create 5 corresponds rows r′1,...,r′5 such that r′i  ri, R(fg)  r′i and r′i  fb, d, eg for
1  i  5. Based on ORDf , the enumeration order will be fb, bd, bde, d, de, eg.
Having specified the operation for switching enumeration method, we will next prove
that no closed frequent patterns are missed by our algorithm. Our main argument here is
that switching the enumeration method at a node N will not effect the set of closed patterns
that are tested at the descendant of N . We will first prove that this is true for switching
from feature to row enumeration.
Lemma 4.2.1 Given a feature enumerated node N , let Trow be the enumeration subtree
rooted at N after switching from feature to row enumeration. Let Tfeature be the imaginary
subtree rooted at node N if there is no switch in enumeration method. Let C(Trow) be
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the set of frequent closed patterns found in enumeration tree Trow and C(Tfeature) be the
set of frequent closed patterns that are found in enumeration tree Tfeature. We claim that
C(Tfeature) = C(Trow).
Proof:
We rst prove that C(Tfeature)  C(Trow) and then that C(Trow)  C(Tfeature).
Suppose node N represents the feature set F ′. Assuming that in Tfeature, a depth rst
search will produce a frequent closed pattern FC . In this case FC = F ′+FT with FT being
the additional feature set that are added onto F ′ when searching in subtree Tfeature. It can
be deduced that R(FC)  R(F ′) because F ′  FC . Since FC is a frequent closed pattern,
FT being its subset will also be a frequent closed pattern in R(F ′). Let R′  R(F ′)
be the unique maximal set of rows that contain FT . It is easy to see that R′ will also be
enumerated in Trow since all combinations of rows in R(F ′) are enumerated in Trow. We
can now see that both F ′ (since R′  R(F ′)) and FT are in R′ which means that FC will
be enumerated. Since all closed pattern enumerated in Tfeature will be enumerated in Trow.
Therefore, C(Tfeature)  C(Trow).
On the other hand, assuming that FC is a frequent closed pattern that is found under
Trow. Let RT be the row combination enumerated in subtree Trow that give FC (i.e FC =
F(RT )). Since Trow essentially enumerate all row combinations from R(F ′), we know
RT  R(F
′) and thus F ′ is in every row of RT . By denition of F(RT ), we know F ′  FC
which means that all rows containing FC are in R(F ′). Since Tfeature will enumerate all
combination of feature in R(F ′), we know FC will be enumerated in Tfeature. Since all
closed pattern enumerated in Trow will be enumerated in Tfeature. Therefore, C(Trow) 
C(Tfeature).
We can now conclude that C(Tfeature) = C(Trow) since C(Tfeature)C(Trow) and
C(Trow)C(Tfeature).
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We next look at the proceduce for switching from row to feature enumeration. Our
argument will go along the same line as Lemma 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.2 Given a row enumerated node N , let Tfeature be the enumeration subtree
rooted at N after switching from row to feature enumeration. Let Trow be the imaginary
subtree rooted at node N if there is no switch in enumeration method. Let C(Trow) be the
set of frequent closed patterns found in enumeration tree Trow and C(Tfeature) be the set of
frequent closed patterns that are found in Tfeature. We claim that C(Tfeature) = C(Trow).
Proof:
We rst prove that C(Tfeature)C(Trow) and then that C(Trow)C(Tfeature).
Suppose node N represents R′ and its direct feature-wise ancestor DFA(N) represents
F ′DFA(N). Assuming that a depth rst search in Tfeature will generate a frequent closed
pattern FC . Since FC must be generated from some row subset R′′ where R′′  R′ 
R(F ′DFA(N)), it must be of the form F ′DFA(N) + FT with FT being some subset of features
F . We know that every row of R′′ must contain FT in order to generate the closed pattern
FC . Since Trow enumerate all combination of rows from R′, R′′ must be enumerate in one of
the node in Trow which mean FC will be found in Trow. Since all closed pattern enumerated
in Tfeature will be enumerated in Trow, we have C(Tfeature)C(Trow).
¿From the other direction, assuming that a frequent closed pattern FC will be found
from Trow. Let FC = F(RT ), RT being some combination of rows in Trow and R′ 
RT  R(F
′
DFA(N)). Since RT  R(F ′DFA(N)), and Tfeature enumerate all combination of
feature from R(F ′DFA(N)), this mean that F(RT ) (and thus FC) will also be enumerated
in Tfeature. Since all closed pattern enumerated in Trow will be enumerated in Tfeature, we
have C(Tfeature)C(Trow).
We can now conclude that C(Tfeature) = C(Trow) since C(Tfeature)C(Trow) and
C(Trow)C(Tfeature).
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With Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2, we are sure that the set of frequent closed patterns
found by our dynamic enumeration tree is equal to the set found by a pure row enumeration
or feature enumeration tree. Therefore, by a depth first search of the dynamic enumeration
tree, we can be sure that all the frequent closed patterns in the database can be found. It
is obvious that a complete traversal of the dynamic enumeration tree is not efficient and
pruning methods must be introduced to prune off unnecessary searches. Before we explain
these methods, we will first introduce the framework of out algorithm in the next section.
4.2.3 Algorithm
Our formal algorithm is shown in Figure 4.6 and the details about the subroutines are in
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.
Algorithm
Input: Original table T , transposed table TT , features set F , row set R and support level minsup
Output: Complete set of frequent closed patterns, FCP
Method:
1. Initialization. FCP = ∅;
2. Check switching conditions. SwitchingCondition();
3. If mine frequent closed patterns in row-wise first. RowMine(TT |∅,R,FCP );
4. If mine frequent closed patterns in feature-wise first. FeatureMine(T |∅,F ,FCP );
Figure 4.6: The Main Algorithm
We use both the original table T and the transposed table TT in our algorithm with infre-
quent features removed. Our algorithm involves recursive computation of conditional ta-
bles and conditional transposed tables for performing a depth-first traversal of the dynamic
enumeration tree. Each conditional table represents a feature enumerated node while each
conditional transposed table represents a row enumerated node. For example, the fa, bg-
conditional table represents the node “a b” in Figure 4.5(a) while the f2, 5g-conditional
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Subroutine: RowMine(TT ′|X ,R′,FCP ).
Parameters:
• TT ′|X : A X-conditional transposed table;
• R′: A subset of rows which have not been considered in the enumeration;
• FCP : The set of frequent closed patterns that have been found;
Method:
1. Scan TT ′|X and count the frequency of occurrences for each row, ri ∈ R′. Y = ∅.
2. Pruning 1: Let U ⊂ R′ be the set of rows in R′ which occur in at least one tuple of TT ′|X .
If |U |+ |X| ≤ minsup, then return; else R′ = U ;
3. Pruning 2: Let Y be the set of rows which are found in every tuple of the X-conditional
transposed table. Let R′ = R′ − Y and remove all rows of Y from TT ′|X ;
4. If |X|+ |Y | ≥ minsup and F(X) /∈ FCP , add F(X) into FCP ;
5. Check the switching condition, SwitchingCondition();
6. If go on for row-wise search, for each ri ∈ R′,
R′ = R′ − {ri}
RowMine(TT ′|X |ri , R
′, FCP );
7. If switch to feature-wise search, for each fi ∈ F(X),
F ′ = F(X)− {fi}
FeatureMine(T |fi , F
′, FCP );
Figure 4.7: The Subroutines: RowMine
transposed table represents the node “2 5” in Figure 4.5(b). After setting FCP , the set
of frequent closed patterns, to be empty, our algorithm will check a switching condition 2
to decide whether to perform row enumeration or feature enumeration. Depending on the
switch condition, either subroutine RowMine or FeatureMine will be called.
The subroutine RowMine takes in three parameters TT ′jX , R′ and FCP . TT ′jX is an
X-conditional transposed table while R′ contains the set of rows that will be considered for
row enumeration according to ORDr. FCP contains the frequent closed patterns which
2We will delay the discussion for this switch condition to the next section.
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Subroutine: FeatureMine(T ′|X ,F ′,FCP ).
Parameters:
• T ′|X : A X-conditional original table;
• F ′: A subset of features which have not been considered in the enumeration;
• FCP : The set of frequent closed patterns that have been found;
Method:
1. Scan T ′|X and count the frequency of occurrences for each feature, fi ∈ F ′. Y = ∅.
2. Pruning 1: Let U ⊂ F ′ be the set of features in F ′ which occur in at least minsup rows of
T ′|X . F ′ = U ;
3. Pruning 2: Let Y be the set of features which are found in every row of the X-conditional
original table. Let F ′ = F ′ − Y and remove all features of Y from T ′|X ;
4. If X + Y /∈ FCP and R(X) ≥ minsup, add X + Y into FCP ;
5. Check the switching condition, SwitchingCondition();
6. If go on the feature-wise search, for each fi ∈ F ′,
F ′ = F ′ − {fi}
FeatureMine(T ′|X |fi , F
′, FCP );
7. If switch to row-wise search, transpose X conditional original table T ′|X to a transposed table
TTnew, for each ri ∈ R(X + Y ),
R′ = R(X + Y )− {ri}
RowMine(TT ′new|ri , R
′, FCP );
Figure 4.8: The Subroutines:FeatureMine
have been found so far. Step 1 to 3 in the subroutine performs the counting and pruning. We
will delay all discussion on pruning to Section 3.5. Step 4 in the subroutine will output the
frequent closed pattern. The switching condition will be checked to decide on a row-wise
or in feature-wise enumeration in Step 5. Based on this condition, the subroutine will either
continue to Step 6 for row enumeration or to Step 7 for column enumeration. Note that the
RowMine subroutine have essentially no difference from the row enumeration algorithm,
CARPENTER in [17] except for Step 7 where we switch to feature enumeration. Since
CARPENTER is proven to be correct and Lemma 4.2.2 has shown that the switch to feature
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enumeration does not affect our result, we know that the RowMine subroutine will output
the correct set of frequent closed patterns.
The subroutine FeatureMine takes in three parameters T ′jX , F ′ and FCP . T ′jX is
an X-conditional original table. F ′ contains the set of features that will be considered for
feature enumeration according to ORDf . FCP contains the frequent closed patters which
have been found so far. Step 1 to 4 performs counting and pruning and their explanation
will also be done in later section. Step 5 will output the frequent closed pattern while
Step 6 will check the switching condition to decide on the enumeration method. Based on
the switching condition, the subroutine will either continue to Step 7 for row enumeration
or to Step 8 for column enumeration. We again note that the FeatureMine subroutine
have essentially no difference from other feature enumeration algorithm like CHARM [27]
and CLOSET+ [24] except for Step 7 where we switch to row enumeration. Since these
algorithms are proven to be correct and Lemma 4.2.1 has shown that switch to row enumer-
ation does not affect our result. We know that the FeatureMine subroutine will output the
correct set of frequent closed pattern.
We can observe that the recursive computation will stop when in RowMine, the R′
becomes empty or in FeatureMine, the F ′ becomes empty.
4.2.4 Switching Condition
Switching condition is used to decide whether to switch from row-wise searching to feature-
wise searching or vice verse. To determine that, our main idea is to estimate the enumera-
tion cost for the subtree at a node and select the smaller one between a feature enumeration
subtree and a row enumeration subtree.
The enumeration cost of a tree can be estimated from two components, the size of the
tree and the computation cost at each node of the tree. The size of a tree is judge based on
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the estimated number of nodes it contains while the computation cost at a node is measured
using the estimated number of rows (or features) that will be processed at the node.
For example, if a feature enumeration tree Tenum contains m nodes fN1, N2, . . . , Nmg
and node Ni will process Ri rows, the enumeration cost of Tenum is
∑m
i=1 Ri. To simplify
explanation, we will focus on estimating the enumeration cost of a feature enumeration
tree. The estimation of the enumeration cost of a row enumeration tree will be similar.
Assume that a feature enumeration tree, Tenum, rooted at node Nroot which representing
F and R(F ) and contains m sub-nodes fN1, N2, . . . , Nmg. Let Nroot to correspond to
conditional table T jF . We give some definitions below.
 F = ff1, f2, . . . , fng.
 S(fi, T jF ), the frequency of feature fi in T jF .
 r = jR(F )j, the number of rows conditional table T jF contains.
 H(Ni), the estimated maximum height of the subtree rooted at node Ni.
Given one of the node Ni representing feature set F ′i , we will first use a simple prob-
ability deduction to calculate H(Ni). Suppose the node on level H(Ni) is represented as
NH(Ni), we then calculate R(NH(Ni)), the estimated number of relevant rows being pro-
cessed at the node NH(Ni).
Assume that F ′i = ff1, f2, . . . , fqg and fi are sorted by descending order of S(fi, T jF ′i ).




S(fj, T jF ′
i
) < minsup  r 
h∏
j=1
S(fj, T jF ′
i
)
Then we calculate H(Ni) and R(NH(Ni)) as
H(Ni) = h
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R(NH(Ni)) = r 
h∏
j=1
S(fj, T jF ′
i
).
Intuitively, H(Ni) corresponds to the expected maximum number of levels enumeration
will take place before support pruning take place.
Thus the estimated enumeration cost on node NH(Ni) is
r RowProcessT ime 
h∏
j=1
S(fj, T jF ′
i
)
where RowProcessT ime is the average processing time of rows.
On the path from node Ni to node NH(Ni), the k
th node will represent feature set ff1, f2, . . . , fkg
and its estimated enumeration cost is
r RowProcessT ime 
k∏
j=1
S(fj, T jF ′
i
)
Let L(Ni) to be the estimated enumeration cost of enumerating through the entire path




(r RowProcessT ime 
i∏
j=1
S(fj, T jF ′
i
)).
Figure 4.9(a) shows the entire representation of feature enumeration tree Tenum. Figure
4.9(b) is a simplified enumeration tree T ′enum of Tenum in which only the longest pathes in





i=1 L(Nfi). We use the estimated enumeration cost of T
′
enum as an criterion for the
estimated enumeration coat of Tenum. Therefore, the estimated enumeration cost of the
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The estimated enumeration cost of a row-wise searching tree is computed in the similar
way. Having compute these two estimated values, we will select the searching method that
has a smaller estimated enumeration cost in the next level of enumeration.
f1 f2 f3 fn
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f1 f2 f3 fn
(b) Simplified feature enumeration tree, T ′enum.
Figure 4.9: Entire and simplified enumeration tree.
4.2.5 Prune Method
Both subroutines RowMine and FeatureMine applies pruning strategies. We will only
give a brief discussion here since they are developed in previous work and not the emphasis
of our work here.
The correctness of pruning strategy 1 and 2 used in subroutine RowMine has been
proven in the Chapter 3. Here we will only prove the correctness of the pruning strategy
applied in subroutine FeatureMine.
In step 3 of subroutine FeatureMinePattern, all the features which occurs in every
row of X-conditional original table T ′jX will be removed from T ′jX and will be considered
to be already enumerated. We will prove its correctness by the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3 Let T ′jX be a X conditional original table and Y be the set of features which
occur in every row of T ′jX . Given any subset F ′  F , we have R(X + F ′) = R(X + Y +
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F ′).
Proof: By denition, R(X + F ′) contains a set of rows, all of which contain feature set
X + F ′. Since the features in Y occur in every row of T ′jX , this means that these features
also occur in every row of T ′j(X+F ′) (Note: T ′j(X+F ′)  T ′jX). Thus, the set of rows
in T ′j(X+F ′) is exactly the set of rows in T ′j(X+F ′+Y ). ¿From this, we can conclude that
R(X + F ′) = R(X + Y + F ′).
Example 12 As an example to illustrate Lemma 4.2.3, let us consider the b conditional
original table in Figure 4.3(a). Since feature e occurs in every row of T jb, we can
conclude thatR(b)=R(be) =2345. Thus, we need not create T jbe in our search and feature
e need not be considered for further enumeration down that branch of the enumeration
tree.
Lemma 4.2.3 proves that all the frequent closed patterns found in the X-conditional
original table T ′jX will contain feature set Y , since for each feature set X + F ′ found in
T ′j′X , we can get its superset X + Y + F
′ and R(X + Y + F ′) = R(X + F ′). Thus it is
correct to remove Y from all the rows of T ′jX and consider Y to be enumerated.
4.2.6 Implementation
To show the feasibility of implementation, we will show some details about the implemen-
tation of COBBLER.
The data structure for enumeration we used in COBBLER is similar to that we used in
CARPENTER. Dataset are organized in a table and memory pointers pointing to various
positions in the table are organized in a conditional pointer list. Since we enumerate
both row and feature in COBBLER, we maintain two sets of conditional pointer list [17]
for original table T and transposed table TT respectively. The conditional pointer list for
row-wise search is the same as the conditional pointer list used in CARPENTER while
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Figure 4.10: Conditional Pointer List
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Figure 4.11: Build Row-wise Conditional Pointer List from Feature-wise Conditional
Pointer List
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Figure 4.12: Building Feature-wise Conditional Pointer List from Row-wise Conditional
Pointer List
the conditional pointer list for feature-wise search is create simply by replacing the feature
ids with row ids and pointing them to the original table T . Figure 4.10 gives an example
for feature-wise conditional pointer list and row-wise conditional pointer list. Most of the
operations we take to maintain the conditional pointer lists are similar to CARPENTER.
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Interested readers are referred to [17] for details.
We will describe our new operations on these two conditional pointer lists. Since we
search in both row-wise and the feature-wise manner, we need to build a row-wise con-
ditional pointer list from a feature-wise conditional pointer list and vice versa. We will
illustrate this new operation here with two examples.
Given the original table T in our running example, we show the state of memory pointers
when we are at node “ab” of the enumeration tree in Figure 4.11(a) assuming minsup =
1. We will switch to perform row-wise search and build a new conditional pointer lists.
According to the enumeration tree in Figure 4.5(a), the row-wise subtree of node “ab” will
enumerate all the row set which is subset of f2, 5g in tuples fc, d, eg. Thus we will build
a 2-conditional pointer list and a 5-conditional pointer list from ab-conditional pointer list.
Figure 4.11(b) shows the two new row-wise conditional pointer lists. Note that only tuple
“c”,“d” and “e” are considered in the new conditional pointer lists.
Given the transposed table TT in our running example, we show the state of mempry
pointers when we are at node “12” of the enumeration tree in Figure 4.12(a) assuming
minsup = 1. We will switch to perform feature-wise search and build new conditional
pointer lists. According to the enumeration tree in Figure 4.5(b), the feature-wise sub-
tree of node “12” will enumerate all the feature set which is a subset of fa, dg in rows
f1, 2, 3, 4, 5g. Thus we will build a a-conditional pointer list and a d-conditional pointer
list. Figure 4.12(b) shows the two new feature-wise conditional pointer lists. Note that all
rows are considered in the new conditional pointer list because DFA(node“12”) = root
and R(root) = f1, 2, 3, 4, 5g.
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4.3 Performance
In this section we will compare the performance of COBBLER against other algorithms.
All our experiments were performed on a PC with Pentium IV 2.4Ghz CPU, 1 G RAM and
a 30GB hard-disk. Algorithms were coded in Standard C.
Algorithms: We compare COBBLER against two other closed pattern discovery algo-
rithms, CHARM [27] and CLOSET+ [24]. CHARM and CLOSET+ are both feature-wise
enumeration algorithms. We also compared the performance of CARPENTER [17] and
COBBLER, but since COBBLER’s performance is always better than CARPENTER on
the following 3 datasets, we do not present the result for CARPENTER here. We will show
the comparison of CARPENTER and COBBLER in a separate section later. To make a fair
comparison, CHARM and CLOSET+ are also run in the main memory after one disk scan
is done to load the datasets.
Datasets: We choose 2 real-life datasets and 1 synthetic datset to analyze the performance
of COBBLER. The characteristics of the 3 datasets are shown in the table below.
Datasett # item # row Ave row
length
thrombin 139351 1316 29745
POS 1657 595597 164
synthetic data 100000 15000 1700
As we can see, the 3 datasets we used have very different characteristics. The thrombin
dataset3 consists of compounds tested for their ability to bind to a target site on thrombin,
a key receptor in blood clotting. Each compound is described by a single feature vector
comprised of a class value (A for active, I for inactive) and 139,351 binary features, which
3http://www.biostat.wisc.edu/ page/Thrombin.testset.zip
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describe three-dimensional properties of the molecule. The BMS-POS dataset4 is a cus-
tomer transaction log collected by Blue Martini’s Customer Information System. It consists
of customer information like customer ID, age, Order information like quantity, price and
clickstream information. The synthetic dataset is generated by IBM data generator. Its row
size and item size are between thrombin dataset and BMS-POS dataset. It is a dense dataset
and contains long frequent patterns even with relatively high support value.
Parameters: Three parameters are varied in our experiment, minimum support (minsup),
row ratio (r) and length ratio (l). The parameter minimum support, minsup, is a minimum
threshold of support which has been explained earlier. The parameters r and l are used to
varying the size of the dataset we used for scalability test. The parameter row ratio, r, has
a value above 0. It is used to generate new datasets with different number of rows using
IBM data generator. All dataset with different row ratio of r was generated using a same
set of parameters except that each time the number of rows, is changed to 15000  r. The
parameter length ratio, l, has a value between 0 and 1. It is used to generate new datasets
with different average row size from the original synthetic dataset listed in the table above.
A dataset with a length ratio of l retains on average l  100% of the columns in the original
dataset. Columns to be retained are randomly selected for each row. The default value of r
is 1 and the default value of l is 0.95. Because the real-life data is very different from the
synthetic dataset, we will only use vary r and l for the synthetic dataset.
4.3.1 Varying Minimum Support
In this set of experiments, we set l and r to their default value, 0.9 and 1, and vary the
minimum support. Because of the different characteristics of the 3 dataset, we vary the
4http://www.ecn.purdue.edu/KDDCUP/data/BMS-POS.dat.gz
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minimum support in different ranges. The thrombin dataset and POS dataset is relatively
sparse and their minimum support varies in a range which has low minimum support value.
For thrombin dataset, we vary its minsup from 200 to 80. For POS dataset, we vary
its minsup from 100 to 60. The synthetic dataset is relatively dense and the number of
frequent items is quite sensitive to the minimum support, so its minimum support varies in
a smaller range which has relatively high minimum support value.
Figure 4.13 shows how COBBLER compares against CHARM and CLOSET+ as minsup
is varied. We can observe that on the 2 real-life dataset, CLOSET+ performs worst for
most of the time while CHARM performs best in most cases except when the minsup is
decreased to be very low where COBBLER performs the best. This is because when the
minsup is high, the structure of the dataset after removing all the infrequent items is rel-
atively simple. Because the characteristic of the data subset seldom changes during the
enumeration, COBBLER will only use one of the enumeration method and become either
a pure feature enumeration algorithm or a pure row enumeration algorithm. The advan-
tage of COBBLER’s dynamic enumeration cannot been seen and therefore COBBLER is
outperformed by CHARM which is a highly optimized feature enumeration algorithm.
With the decrease of minsup, the structure of the dataset after removing infrequent items
will become more complex. COBBLER begins to switch between feature enumeration
method and row enumeration method with low minsup according to the varying charac-
teristic of the data subset. Therefore COBBLER outperforms CHARM in low minsup on
these 2 real-life datasets.
On the synthetic dataset, COBBLER performs the best for most of the time since the
synthetic dataset is dense and complex enough. CHARM performs worst on this dataset,
even at very high minsup. This is due to the fact that the synthetic dataset is a very dense
one which result in a very large feature enumeration space for CHARM.












































































Figure 4.13: Varying minsup
4.3.2 Vary Length Ratio
In this set of experiments, we varying the size of the synthetic dataset by changing the
length ratio, l. We set minsup to 0.15%, r to 1 and vary l from 0.8 to 1. If l is set to values
smaller than 0.8, the generated dataset will be too sparse for any interesting result. Figure
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4.14 shows the performance comparison of COBBLER, CHARM and CLOSET+ on the
synthetic dataset when we vary l. For CHARM and CLOSET+, it takes too much time to
run on dataset with l = 1, so the result is not included in Figure 4.14. As we can see from
the graph, COBBLER outperforms CHARM and CLOSET+ in most cases. CHARM is
always the worst among these 3 algorithms and both COBBLER and CLOSET+ are order
of magnitude better than it. CLOSET+ has a steep increase in run time as length ratio is
increased. Its performance is as good as COBBLER when l is low but is soon outperformed
by COBBLER when l is increased to some higher values.
COBBLER performance is not significantlly better than CLOSET+ with low l values
because a low value of l will destroy many of the frequent patterns in the dataset, making
the dataset sparse. This will cause COBBLER to perform pure feature enumeration method
and lose the advantage of performing dynamic enumeration. With the increase of l, the

























Figure 4.14: Varying l (synthetic data)
4.3.3 Varying Row Ratio
In this set of experiments, we varying the size of the synthetic dataset by varying row ratio,
r. We set minsup to 0.15%, l to its default value of 0.95 and varying r from 0.6 to 2.
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Figure 4.15 shows the performance comparison of COBBLER, CHARM and CLOSET+
on the synthetic dataset when we vary r. As we can see, with the increase of the number of
rows, the datasets become more complex and COBBLER ’s dynamic enumeration strategy
show its advantage over the other two algorithms. In all the cases, COBBLER outperforms


























Figure 4.15: Varying r (synthetic data)
As can be seen, in all the above experiments we conducted, COBBLER outperforms
CLOSET+ in most cases and outperforms CHARM when the dataset becomes compli-
cated for increased l and r or decreased minsup. This result also demonstrates that COB-
BLER is efficient in datasets with different characteristics as it uses combined row and
feature enumeration and can switch between these two enumeration methods according to
the characteristics of a dataset while in the searching process.
4.3.4 Overhead of COBBLER
In this section, we will show the overhead of implementing the COBBLER algorithm which
includes the overhead of assessing the switching condition and the overhead of maintaining
two sets of enumeration tree. The wrong switching decision is another kind of overhead.
We will also show its effectiveness.
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First we will show COBBLER’s overhead using the synthetic dataset. We set parameters
r and l to their default value (1 and 0.95) and set minsup to %15.7. The result is in Table
4.1.
COBBLER CLOSET+ CHARM
Time (s) 1390 1450 9000
Switching Assessing Switching Condition
Number of Occuring 1102 4502
Maintain 1 Set of Maintain 2 Sets of
Enumeration Tree Enumeration Tree
Memory Usage 96(MB) 194(MB)
Table 4.1: Overhead and Performance Gain
As we can see, 1102 switching occur in the process which are about %24.5 of the total
number of switching condition assessments. In fact, the 4502 switching condition assess-
ments take about 212 seconds which is about %15.3 of the entire processing time. It is also
obvious that to maintain two sets of enumeration tree, we need about 2 times of memory
space. With these overheads, COBBLER outperforms CLOSET+ and CHARM by %4.3
and %547 respectively.
Second, we will use a typical bio-dataset which is used in the previous chapter, the Lung
Cancer (LC) dataset. This dataset has large number of features and small number of rows
on which CARPENTER algorithm is the optimal strategy. We will show that the overhead
of switching assessment and wrong decision make COBBLER slower than CARPENTER.
We set parameter l to 0.6 and r to 1. Then we vary minsup from 9 to 5. The result is in
Table 4.2.
As we can see, most of the switching in COBBLER are wrong decisions. These wrong
decisions and overhead of switching assessment make COBBLER much slower than CAR-
PENTER on this bio-dataset.
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minsup CARPENTER (s) COBBLER (s) Number of Switching
9 3.2 3.4 0
8 5 14 1
7 9 67 5
6 12 107 12
5 14 189 19
Table 4.2: Runtime of COBBLER and CARPENTER
4.4 Discussion
The COBBLER algorithm we proposed in this chapter can switch between feature enu-
meration and row enumeration dynamically. However, the two classes of enumerations in
the algorithm is not symmetric. The main framework is still a feature enumeration while
row enumeration is always used as a sub function of feature enumeration. We make the
two enumerations asymmetric because it can make the enumeration tree clearer and more
methodical. However, this asymmetry implies another kind of dynamic enumeration tree
whose main framework is a row enumeration and the feature enumeration is called as a
sub function. We also implemented a different COBBLER using this framework, but the
disadvantage of row enumeration demonstrated in Section 3.5 makes it perform badly in
the experiment we performed in the previous section. But on datasets used in Section 3.4,
the row enumeration based COBBLER has a better performance than CHARM, CLOSET+
and feature enumeration based COBBLER.
The data structure we used in COBBLER is an intuitive representation of the datsets.
We just store each row in an array and move pointers to build conditional tables. Actually,
we can use some other more complicated data structures in COBBLER. We implement
a different COBBLER using the data structure used in CHARM which is a vertical data
format and optimized by diffset method. The new COBBLER is faster but uses much
more memory space which is a common disadvantage of vertical data format. Also the
new data structure makes the switching condition much easier to be decided.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an algorithm called COBBLER which dynamically switch
between row and feature enumeration for closed pattern discovery. COBBLER can au-
tomatically select an enumeration method according to the characteristics of the datasets
before and during the enumeration. This dynamic strategy helps COBBLER to deal with
different kinds of datasets including large, dense datasets that have varying characteristic
on different data subsets. Experiments show that our approach yields good payoff as COB-
BLER outperforms existing closed pattern discovery algorithms like CLOSET+, CHARM
and CARPENTER on several kinds of datasets. COBBLER can be further optimized if





We propose a new frequent closed pattern mining method in this thesis, row enumeration.
All previous frequent closed pattern mining algorithms perform feature enumeration which
search in the feature lattice. While our work shows that row enumeration is also feasible
and more efficient on some datasets. Because each of these two enumeration methods is
efficient in some certain kinds of datasets, we also design a combined enumeration which
switches between row enumeration and feature enumeration dynamically. And we show
that the combined enumeration works efficiently on the datasets which the single enumer-
ations can not handle.
We demonstrate two frequent closed pattern mining algorithms accordingly, CARPEN-
TER and COBBLER. CARPENTER performs row enumeration and is designed to mine
frequent closed patterns on dataset having large number of features and small number of
rows. Our experiments show that CARPENTER is much more efficient than the feature
enumeration algorithms like CHARM and CLOSET+.
COBBLER is an algorithm using combined enumeration. The main frame in COBBLER
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is a feature enumeration while row enumeration is called as sub function. In experiments,
we can see that COBBLER can handle some datasets (having both large number of fea-
tures and rows) more efficient than row enumeration algorithm and feature enumeration
algorithms.
5.2 Future Work
CARPENTER and COBBLER can be further optimized. For CARPENTER , we can de-
sign new pruning methods to get over the disadvantage demonstrated in Section 3.5 and
make it more efficient when minimum support is relatively high. Also the optimization in
CARPENTER will benefit the COBBLER algorithm. We can also try some other more
complicated data structure in both CARPENTER and COBBLER in the future.
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